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AVFM 5.0
Area-Velocity Flow Meter
for permanent installations -
Includes flowrate display, totalizer, 4-20mA
outputs and control relays

Stingray
Portable Level-Velocity Logger
for flow surveys and studies -
Includes 130,000 point data logger and operates
on standard Alkaline batteries

Stormwater Flow Meters
Measure Flow in Open Pipes and Channels

1-888-473-9546
www.greyline.com
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monitoring & pollution prevention

pump Station level Controller ends Call outs

One night at 2 a.m., a telephone rang in Eckville, 
Alberta, Canada. Rick McKinnon checked the dis-
play on his cell phone and groaned. It was another 

high-level call out alarm from one of the town’s new sewage 
lift stations. He knew that before he drove to the pump sta-
tion, the system would be running on floats instead of the 
new ultrasonic level controller. 

Over the next several months, operators experimented to 
reduce the buildup of foam and grease on the water surface. 
Improvements were made, but none of the modifications 
entirely stopped the call outs.

The town changed both its ultrasonic instruments to the 
Greyline PSL 5.0 pump station level controller. It is designed 
to operate with a non-contacting ultrasonic sensor plus a 
signal from an alternate 4-20 mA sensor to provide redun-
dant level signal in echo loss conditions. 

An added bonus is that the embedded ultrasonic calibra-
tion is used to automatically calibrate the alternate level 
signal, and the two level signals are continuously com-
pared to alarm the operator if the alternate signal is not 
responding to level changes. 

The transition from primary to secondary level signal is 

seamless and 
transfer to the 
secondary signal 
is displayed to 
the operator 
with usage 
hours logged for 
troubleshooting 
or maintenance 
purposes.

Now if 
Eckville’s ultra-
sonic sensors 
lose signal from 
foam or grease 
on the water sur-
face, the pressure sensor will take over reading instantly. As 
soon as the ultrasonic sensor receives new echoes, it resumes 
function as the primary sensor. SWS
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